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Pointing you to articles of interest to strategists in leading publications 

 
In this edition: the nature of strategy, enabling the chief strategy to officer succeed, scourges of the annual planning 
process and getting beyond incrementalism and hockey-stick graphs, the implications of globalisation for strategy, and 
trends affecting strategy into the 2020s 
 
Strategy’s strategist: An interview with Richard Rumelt 
McKinsey Quarterly 
The McKinsey Quarterly offers a strategy classic: an interview with strategy professor Richard Rumelt. Originally 
published in 2007, the article is as fresh as if it had been published today. Rumelt distinguishes between “doorknob-
polishing” strategy work (finessing costs, making incremental improvements) and finding a true window of 
opportunity to become a market leader. He offers the concept of “value denials”, which are business opportunities 
created every time there’s change and innovation. (Digital music existed before the iPod, for example, but 
consumers were denied the opportunity to take it with them, creating an opportunity for makers of MP3 players to 
enter the market). Rumelt also talks about the inefficiencies of diversification: “the more complex an organisation 
gets, the more likely it is that inefficient and unproductive businesses accumulate in [its] nooks and crannies and 
back alleys”. These inefficiencies (which are often pet projects of senior management) are an opportunity for private 
equity, an industry that is highly practised at weeding out inefficiency. More  
 
Memo to the CEO: Is Your Chief Strategy Officer Set Up for Success? 
Paul Leinwand, Nils Naujok, and Joachim Rotering. Strategy+business 
Although the role of chief strategy officer is only a few decades old, it is increasingly popular. It’s not difficult to see 
why: where the CEO is often forced to focus on short-term performance, the CSO can focus on sustainability, 
profitability and the long-term focus of the company, providing a perspective that’s independent of any of the other 
functions. Yet, in a recent survey of CSOs, PwC found that only 25% considered themselves “very successful” at 
creating value for their company. What does a CSO need to succeed? First, a clear remit: CSOs typically end up 
managing a long list of tactical areas, rather than long-range questions of strategy. Secondly, the freedom to 
prioritise what’s important over what’s urgent. Thirdly, a top team that turns its mind to strategy: often, the C-level 
team spends significantly more time discussing operational issues and short-term financial performance than 
strategy. Fourthly, a CSO needs a real opportunity to influence the company’s direction: in the survey, only 28% of 
CSOs agreed that their seat at the top table was equal to that of other senior executives. The authors offer CSOs 
specific suggestions to put strategy at the forefront of the C-suite’s agenda: workshop with them what a new 
competitor would do – what technologies and processes it would use, what value and experience it would create. 
Secondly, review how the company is set up to deliver on its own strategy –is it investing in the areas that really 
matter to your value proposition, whether the three to six capabilities that deliver on that value proposition are 
clear and coordinated, whether the performance management system, and other incentives and KPIs reinforce the 
delivery of the value system, and so on. And the authors suggest clarifying the role of the CSO – is she or he a truth-
teller, providing objective insights about strategic challenges, a person who challenges ideas, a change agent, a 
guardian of competitive advantage, a facilitator for strategic thinking across departments, a problem-solver for other 
people, or something else entirely? More 
 
How to be objective about budgets 
Tim Koller, Dan Lovallo, Sean Brown. McKinsey podcast 
You’re probably familiar with the anchoring bias. It’s a form of cognitive bias in which an initial piece of information, 
like a number, heavily skews subsequent judgments. In the annual planning process, it means that the resources 
allocated to a business last year and the performance expected of it very frequently predict what this year’s planning 
numbers will look like. McKinsey’s research shows that, as companies begin to deliberately reallocate spending, 
rather than following last year’s pattern, performance improves. They also recommend adding a second anchor to 
last year’s numbers – for example, taking an outside-in approach by looking at sector and market growth, rather 
than (as all too often happens) simply projecting forward last year’s numbers by a few percent. Another tip for 
breaking the anchoring bias: asking units to come up with predictions for performance under three or four different 
resourcing scenarios – for example, a prediction for performance if the unit received 10% more than the expected 
baseline, if it received 25% more, and if it received 10% less. Article  
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Hockey stick dreams, hairy back reality 
Chris Bradley. McKinsey Quarterly 
Speaking of the annual planning process, you’ll be familiar with its scourge: the “hockey-stick” performance graphs 
that dip to show upfront investment before soaring up to show great performance in future years. Almost inevitably, 
something – bad weather, an IT glitch – happens to derail the forecast. It’s explained as a one-off, and the hockey 
stick reappears on next year’s projections. (Unfortunately, all too few companies go back and track performance 
against what departments projected in the past.) What’s underpinning this nonsense? It’s partly the tendency to 
make bold forecasts, which leads to a baseline that’s much too high. To make things worse, the tendency to be bold 
in forecasting is counterbalanced by a tendency to be too timid in putting the needed changes into place, so 
departments end up planning to outdo themselves each year by improving incrementally on business as usual. How 
can you avoid the hockey-stick illusion? First, the author says, go back to previous forecasts and work out what went 
wrong. Next, take an “outside view” – look at a larger class of similar companies and see how their strategies worked 
in practice. Thirdly, establish the “momentum case” – look at what would happen if management didn’t intervene, 
but simply let things continue as they are. This will usually be a downward-sloping line, because markets are 
competitive, but it will let you estimate the gap you need to close. Finally, spend less time on setting goals (which is 
what people usually think of when they talk about strategy) and more time on how you will actually achieve them 
(which is what strategy really is). More 
 
The State of Globalisation in 2019, and What It Means for Strategists  
Pankaj Ghemawat and Steven A. Altman. Harvard Business Review 
The world is more globalised than it has ever been, say these authors, and, although FDI flows have declined 
recently, trade continues to grow. But headlines about resurgent nationalism are everywhere. What are the 
implications for strategists? First, if threats to globalism continue to grow, firms with marginal competitive positions 
overseas will be especially vulnerable, so think through whether your company has a long-term path to sufficient 
advantages over its competitors to stay in the game and consider strategic retreat where appropriate. Next, of 
aggregation, arbitrage and adaptation to local difference, which are the three classic international strategies, the 
authors warn that a rise in tariffs may mean that it’s wise to shift away from arbitrage (exploiting differences in 
costs) to aggregation (leveraging scalable assets across countries). In which geographies should you choose to 
compete? The authors advise continuing to use the CAGE scale to find countries that are close to you. (The CAGE 
scale evaluates distance on the dimensions of culture, administrative/political, geographic and economic.) Bear in 
mind, however, that administrative/political differences are changing faster than normal right now. Finally, don’t 
forget that changes in your strategy or your geographical footprint have implications for your organisational 
structure. If you lean towards an adaptive strategy (meaning that you focus more strongly on local differences), 
you’ll probably need to boost the role of in-country leaders. On the other hand, emphasising an aggregation strategy 
may mean you may want to boost R&D. More 
 
The New Logic of Competition 
Ryoji Kimura, Martin Reeves, and Kevin Whitaker. BCG 
BCG identifies five key concepts that will deeply influence strategy as we move into the 2020s: competing on the 
rate of learning, competing on resilience, competing on imagination, competing in ecosystems and competing in a 
hybrid digital-physical world. All of these concepts are important, but we’ll highlight just the first two here. With 
regard to competing on the rate of learning: more than 50 years ago, BCG introduced the world to the experience 
curve – the idea that companies can reduce their marginal production costs at a predictable rate as their cumulative 
experience grows. Now, BCG predicts that the rate of learning is again about to become a key competitive 
differentiator. Why is this the case? For one thing, the business environment is more dynamic and uncertain than it 
has been in the past, so companies need to be able to discover and adapt, rather than just forecast and plan. 
Secondly, AI is turbocharging companies’ ability to outcompete each other on the speed of learning. With regard to 
competing on resilience, the authors point out that the coming decade is both uncertain – technology is disrupting 
business and society, economic institutions are under threat, and demographic trends mean global growth will be 
lower. Strategists need to do three things to make their companies resilient: ensure that the organisation is 
adaptable (that is, ready to adjust quickly as circumstances change), keep the C-suite briefed on a range of evolving 
scenarios, and ensure that their organisations build capital by proactively maintaining their social licence to operate. 
 
You’re receiving this Journal Retrospective because your company is a member of the Ashridge Collaborative Strategy Network. However, if 
you’d prefer not to receive the Retrospective in future, just email ASMC’s Angela Munro. 
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